ISNM Alumnis contribute to the pool of knowledge

Wendy Ann Mansilla, Sönke Dohrn, Alma Salim, Ranjan Shetty and Stefan Beck gain ground in the scientific community

Lübeck, 10.10.2006. It is a long way for young scientists to make their name known to the established circle of scientists. Under the assistance and with the encouragement of ISNM Professor Andreas Schrader five ISNM graduates introduce themselves to successful researchers in the field of Pervasive Gaming, Alternate Reality Cinema and Hybrid Libraries.

Wendy Ann Mansilla presented the paper “Virtual and Tangible User Interfaces for Social And Accessible Pervasive Gaming” written together with Sönke Dohrn, Alma Salim and Prof. Andreas Schrader at the “Mensch & Computer 2006” conference in Gelsenkirchen.

At the annual meeting of the German Informatics Society in Dresden, Stefan Beck presented the paper “Mobile kontextsensitive Dienste in der modernen Universitätsbibliothek” written together with Prof. Schrader. As part of the ISNM International School of New Media, the McLuhan Documentation Center offers great opportunities for research in the field of Hybraries as it is one of the worlds most modern libraries.

Furthermore, Wendy Ann Mansilla, Ranjan Shetty and Prof. Schrader composed an essay which will be presented at the 3rd International Conference on Technologies for Digital Storytelling and Entertainment (TIDSE’2006) in Darmstadt. Proceedings will be published in the prestigious Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS).

The work of ISNM Alumnis proves that the master programme at ISNM sets a clear focus on research in various fields and support the output imparted by the ISNM faculty. Moreover, the courses held at ISNM offer a project-focussed learning in a cutting-edge research environment, equipped with state-of-the-art laboratories. The small number of students guarantees a superb teacher-student ratio and a great setting for learning in small groups. An ideal starting position to succeed internationally.
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